ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACROSS THE DEVELOPING WORLD

CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ENTREPRENEURIAL SOLUTIONS TO INTRACTABLE SOCIAL & ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

FALL 2018
M/W 3:00-4:15 PM
Location: Sever Hall 113
Offered jointly with HBS (1266); GSE (A-819); HLS (2543); HKS (DEV-338); HMS (IND 520); GSD (SES 5375); HSPH (GHP 568)

CO-TAUGHT BY:
TARUN KHANNA HBS
SATCIT BALSARI HMS, HSPH
KRZYSZTOF GAJOS SEAS
RAHUL MEHROTRA GSD
DORIS SOMMER FAS

Partially supported by the Lakshmi Mittal and Family South Asia Institute

THINK LIKE | A PLANNER | A SCIENTIST | AN ARTIST